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A system’s configurational state can be manipulated using dynamic variation of control parameters, such
as temperature, pressure, or magnetic field; for finite-duration driving, excess work is required above the
equilibrium free-energy change. Minimum-work protocols in multidimensional control-parameter space have
the potential to significantly reduce work relative to one-dimensional control. By numerically minimizing a
linear-response approximation to the excess work, we design protocols in control-parameter spaces of a 2D Ising
model that efficiently drive the system from the all-down to all-up configuration. We find that such designed
multidimensional protocols take advantage of more flexible control to avoid control-parameter regions of high
system resistance, heterogeneously input and extract work to make use of system relaxation, and flatten the
energy landscape, making accessible many configurations that would otherwise have prohibitively high energy
and thus decreasing spin correlations. Relative to one-dimensional protocols, this speeds up the rate-limiting
spin-inversion reaction, thereby keeping the system significantly closer to equilibrium for a wide range of
protocol durations, and significantly reducing resistance and hence work.

I. INTRODUCTION

Driving a stochastic system between configurations
using time-dependent external control parameters (e.g.,
pressure, temperature, or magnetic field) is a central tool
in single-molecule experiment and simulation. While
quasistatic (infinitely slow) protocols require the same
work (equal to the equilibrium free-energy difference be-
tween control-parameter endpoints) independent of the
protocol choice, finite-duration protocols drive the sys-
tem out of equilibrium and accrue varying amounts of
excess work above the equilibrium free-energy change.
Since practical applications require finite-duration driv-
ing, there is significant motivation to improve our under-
standing of protocols that minimize work1–4, which can in
turn provide insight into energetically efficient operation
of biological molecular machines5 and allow more effi-
cient estimation of equilibrium system properties6–8. For
example, the free-energy difference between equilibrium
ensembles or the free-energy profile along the driving co-
ordinate can be estimated from system response to con-
trol protocols using nonequilibrium work relations9–11,
and the precision of free-energy estimates depends on
the protocol excess work7,8. Control protocols can be
performed in simulation12,13 or experiment14–17, provid-
ing access to molecular-level information about a wide
variety of systems.

When the protocol is sufficiently slow, excess work can
be approximated via linear-response theory2, yielding a
Riemannian metric in control-parameter space measur-
ing the excess power during the protocol. The metric
is interpreted as a generalized friction tensor, quantify-
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ing system resistance (due to equilibrium fluctuations)
to changes in the control parameter. The friction en-
codes information about changes in the system’s equilib-
rium free-energy during the protocol1 (its thermodynam-
ics) and equilibrium relaxation modes18,19 (its kinetics).
A general design principle resulting from this theory is
an inverse relationship between control-parameter veloc-
ity and friction: minimum-work protocols reduce driving
speed where the friction is large, allowing time for the
system to relax due to stochastic fluctuations that do
not require work20.

Many systems of interest have slow relaxations between
metastable mesostates, and finding a good control pa-
rameter to drive the system can be non-trivial21. For
finite-duration protocols where the system has insuffi-
cient time to fully relax, the system can get stuck in
metastable mesostates, causing the nonequilibrium sys-
tem distribution to lag the equilibrium distribution, re-
sulting in excess work. A longer-duration protocol would
allow further time for the system to relax from these
metastable mesostates toward the equilibrium distribu-
tion and reduce excess work, but it may not be feasible
or desirable to increase duration.

A similar problem arises in enhanced-sampling con-
texts, where external control parameters are used to bias
system degrees of freedom that are relevant to charac-
terizing metastable mesostates, reducing the time re-
quired to sample the system space and compute free
energies22,23. One seeks a collective variable that cap-
tures the slowest relaxation mode, otherwise the system
can get stuck in a metastable region, resulting in slow
convergence of relevant statistics (e.g., free-energy pro-
files)13,21. Using multiple biasing coordinates that cou-
ple to relevant relaxation modes can significantly improve
the sampling speed by allowing the system to more easily
circumvent dynamical barriers24–28.

Thus, there is interest in understanding how increasing
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the number of control parameters influences the design
of minimum-work protocols12, both for the thermody-
namic benefit of reducing work and the dynamic benefit
of speeding system relaxation (allowing shorter-duration
protocols). Here, we design protocols to minimize work
in a multidimensional control-parameter space of a 3×3
Ising model (Fig. 1), driving the system to invert its mag-
netization from all-down to all-up using an external mag-
netic field. We contrast a single magnetic field applied to
all spins (driving the total system magnetization) with
a set of fields each applied independently to a subset of
spins. These designed multidimensional protocols avoid
high friction and decorrelate spins by flattening the en-
ergy landscape, allowing the system to access configura-
tions with high internal energy and significantly speed-
ing system relaxation. This keeps the system closer to
equilibrium and thereby reduces work relative to one-
dimensional protocols. Overall, using multiple control
parameters to drive the system offers greater flexibility
in speeding up slow dynamical modes that prevent sys-
tem relaxation to equilibrium; work can be done individ-
ually on each controlled degree of freedom and timed to
take advantage of expected system relaxation to reduce
resistance to driving.

II. ISING SYSTEM

Our system is a two-dimensional 3×3 Ising model
with fixed anti-symmetric boundary conditions29, as il-
lustrated in Fig. 1. The spins are ferromagnetically cou-
pled, with spin configuration {σ} having internal energy

Eint({σ}) ≡ −J
∑
{i,j}

σiσj , (1)

where J = 1 kBT is the coupling coefficient for Boltz-
mann constant kB and temperature T , σi ∈ {−1, 1} is
the orientation of spin i, and

∑
{i,j} denotes a sum over

nearest-neighbor spin pairs. The system evolves under
single-spin-flip Glauber dynamics30 and has two energet-
ically metastable configurations, with spins all down or
all up. The dynamical barrier separating the metastable
configurations has an activation energy ∆E‡ = 8kBT ;
the spin-inversion transition from all down to all up is a
relatively rare event, with the mean first-passage time of
∼ 2× 103 attempted spin flips31.

We drive the spin-inversion reaction to flip the system
configuration from all-down to all-up using a vector of
external magnetic fields h applied to sets of spins (back-
ground colors in Fig. 1), chosen to reflect the symmetry
of the boundary conditions. The applied magnetic fields
h bias the total energy as

Etot({σ},h) ≡ Eint({σ})− hT ·X({σ}) , (2)

where X({σ}) is a vector of conjugate forces for config-
uration {σ}, with force Xi ≡ −∂Etot/∂hi conjugate to
control parameter (external field) hi, equaling the total

a) b)

FIG. 1. Schematic of the 3×3 Ising model with nine fluc-
tuating spins (black, shown in initial all-down configuration)
and 12 fixed boundary spins (gray). (a) 2D control param-
eter given by two external fields on spins colored blue and
green, respectively. (b) 4D control parameter given by four
external fields on spins colored according to their symmetry
type. Spins with the same color are influenced by a common
magnetic field.

magnetization of the spin set controlled by hi. We invert
the system magnetization by changing the magnetic field
from hi(t = 0) = −0.5 kBT for all i (favoring the all-
down configuration) to hi(t = ∆t) = 0.5 kBT (favoring
the all-up configuration).

We explore two multidimensional control-parameter
spaces associated with a 2D magnetic field applied to
the blue and green spins (Fig. 1(a), the spins that are
most biased by the boundary conditions) or a 4D mag-
netic field applied to all spins [Fig. 1(b), the highest di-
mensionality that does not break the symmetry imposed
by the boundary conditions]. The 2D control-parameter
space is a two-dimensional manifold of the 4D control-
parameter space with hred = hblack = 0kBT .

III. LINEAR-RESPONSE APPROXIMATION OF
EXCESS WORK

With the system initially at equilibrium at control pa-
rameter h(t = 0), we drive the system in finite duration
∆t between control-parameter endpoints h(t = 0) and
h(t = ∆t) following a prescribed protocol of changes to
the magnetic fields. We decompose the mean work per-
formed on the system during the protocol into quasistatic
and excess work,

W =Wqs +Wex . (3)

The quasistatic work is the work that would be per-
formed during an infinitely long protocol where the sys-
tem constantly relaxes to remain in equilibrium with
the current control parameters, and it equals the differ-
ence in free energy F (h) = −kBT ln

∑
{σ} e

−βEtot({σ},h)

between equilibrium distributions corresponding to the
control-protocol endpoints, Wqs = ∆F = F (h(t =
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∆t)) − F (h(t = 0)). β = 1/kBT is the inverse tempera-
ture. When the protocol is performed in finite duration,
the system is driven out of equilibrium, and positive ex-
cess work Wex is done which is dissipated as heat as the
system relaxes to equilibrium during and after comple-
tion of the protocol.

For sufficiently long (yet finite-duration) protocols, the
mean excess work over a protocol can be approximated
via linear-response theory as2

Wex ≈
∫ ∆t

0

dt
∑
i,j

ḣi(t)ζij(h(t))ḣj(t) , (4)

for control-parameter velocities ḣi(t) and friction tensor

ζij(h(t)) ≡ β
∫ ∞

0

dt′ 〈δXj(0)δXi(t
′)〉eq
h(t) , (5)

the time integral of the temporal correlation function
〈δXj(0)δXi(t

′)〉eq
h(t) of forces Xi and Xj respectively con-

jugate to control parameters hi and hj . The correla-
tion function is for the system at equilibrium at control
parameter h(t), and δXi(t

′) ≡ Xi(t
′) − 〈Xi〉eq

h(t) is the

difference of the instantaneous conjugate force from its
equilibrium mean. The friction can be factored into two
components,

ζij(h(t)) = β〈δXjδXi〉eq
h(t)τij(h(t)) , (6)

the equilibrium covariance 〈δXjδXi〉eq
h(t) and the integral

relaxation time τij(h(t)) =
∫∞

0
dt′

〈δXj(0)δXi(t
′)〉eq

h(t)

〈δXjδXi〉eqh(t)

be-

tween conjugate forces Xi and Xj .
The friction tensor defines a Riemannian metric in

control-parameter space, where minimum-work proto-
cols are geodesics (shortest paths) between chosen end-
points1. This also implies that during the minimum-work
protocol the excess power (the integrand of Eq. (4)) is
constant.

IV. METHODS

In both 2D and 4D control-parameter spaces we con-
sider three types of protocols between the same end-
points. A naive protocol changes all magnetic fields with
constant velocity. The time-optimized protocol changes
all magnetic fields together (i.e., hi(t) = hj(t) for all
i, j, t), with velocity optimized to minimize (within the
linear-response approximation) the work. Both these
protocol types are equivalent to one-dimensional con-
trol using a single magnetic field to drive the system,
with conjugate force the total magnetization of con-
trolled spins (only blue and green spins’ magnetization
for 2D, and total magnetization for 4D). This yields a
one-dimensional friction coefficient, the sum of all el-
ements of the 2D or 4D friction matrices ζ1D(h) =∑
ij ζij(h). During the time-optimized protocols, all

fields are changed with velocity proportional to the in-
verse square-root of the one-dimensional friction coeffi-
cient2, ḣ1D ∝ ζ1D(h)−1/2. The fully optimized protocols
solve the Euler-Lagrange equation32 for Eq. (4) in all
control-parameter dimensions, which is done numerically
using the string method29.

We estimated the 4×4 friction tensor (5) on a discrete
grid in 4D control-parameter space and used this friction
landscape to design fully optimized 2D and 4D protocols.
Sampling the friction in a multidimensional space has a
significant computational cost since the number of grid
points scales exponentially with the number of control
parameters; in contrast, the time-optimized protocol can
be calculated by estimating the friction tensor along the
one-dimensional protocol path, which has a significantly
smaller computational cost. (The naive protocol requires
no prior sampling.) We simulate each protocol type for
a range of protocol durations and collect an ensemble
of system responses. Appendix A provides details on
numerical methods.

Throughout, we report work and power divided by
the number Ni of spins controlled by field i (Nred = 4,
Nblue = Ngreen = 2, and Nblack = 1). We also report
the protocol duration scaled by a reference relaxation
time τrel, the estimated protocol duration required for
on average one all-down to all-up transition to occur (see
Appendix B for details).

V. RESULTS

A. Avoiding high friction

To illustrate general features of the multidimensional
friction tensor for this system, Fig. 2(a) shows the trace
(a scalar capturing the essential features) of the 2×2
friction tensor in the control-parameter space defined by
axes (hblue, hgreen). The friction is maximized at (1,−1),
where the fields cancel the fixed boundary conditions
(Fig. 1), stabilizing the all-down and all-up configura-
tions relative to the unperturbed system (hi = 0 for all i).
Both components of the friction (6), the force covariance
[Fig. 2(b)] and the integral relaxation time [Fig. 2(c)],
are similarly peaked.

Figure 2 also shows the 2D time-optimized and fully
optimized protocols. (The naive protocol follows the
same path as the time-optimized protocol but with con-
stant protocol velocity.) The naive and time-optimized
protocols follow a straight line between the fixed end-
points and drive the system through a high-friction re-
gion, with the time-optimized protocol slowing down
where the friction along the path is large, near control
parameters corresponding to the unperturbed system. In
contrast, the fully optimized protocol avoids this by mak-
ing an excursion through low-friction regions of control-
parameter space.

Figure 3 shows the three protocol types in 2D and
4D control-parameter spaces. The time-optimized pro-
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FIG. 2. 2D fully optimized (black) and time-optimized (gray)
protocols overlaid on a heatmap showing the trace of the
(a) friction (5), (b) force covariance, or (c) integral relax-
ation time (6) matrix. Points denote control-parameter values
evenly spaced in time on the given protocol.

tocols have high initial and final velocity, and low ve-
locity in the middle of the protocol, where fields are
close to zero and friction is large. This is consistent with
the minimum-work protocol for one-dimensional barrier
crossing20, where the protocol slows to allow time for
stochastic fluctuations to kick the system over an energy
barrier, thereby remaining closer to equilibrium relative
to the naive protocol.

The fully (both temporally and spatially) optimized
protocols depart dramatically from the naive and time-
optimized protocols. Consistent with the results in a
larger Ising model29, the green field (whose correspond-
ing spins are initially anti-aligned with their boundary
conditions and therefore energetically frustrated) is in-
creased rapidly in the early stages of the protocol, while
the blue field (whose corresponding spins are initially
aligned with their boundary conditions) is decreased ini-
tially and then increased later. 2D and 4D protocols show
the same trend, but the addition of time-varying red and
black fields in 4D protocols shifts the relative timing of
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FIG. 3. Designed protocols between fixed endpoints. Mag-
netic fields hi as a function of scaled protocol time t/∆t during
naive (top row), time-optimized (middle), and fully optimized
(bottom) protocols in 2D (left column) and 4D (right) control-
parameter spaces. Colors correspond to spin sets in Fig. 1.

changes in green and blue fields.
A striking feature of both the 2D and 4D fully opti-

mized protocols is the non-monotonic magnetic fields at
early and late stages. In the linear-response regime, a
1D minimum-work protocol must be monotonic since a
non-monotonic protocol drives through the same control-
parameter value more than once, producing unneces-
sary dissipation; in the metric language of the linear-
response approximation, the shortest curve between two
points cannot cross itself. However, individual fields for
minimum-work protocols can be non-monotonic as long
as the protocol path in multidimensional space does not
loop back on itself.

B. Reducing excess work and keeping close to equilibrium

We next compare the excess work for all protocols to
assess their relative performance. Figure 4(a) shows the
excess work as a function of protocol duration. In the
limit of long duration, the excess works approach their
respective linear-response approximations and scale as
∆t−1. For short protocols, the excess works approach
that of an instantaneous protocol, given by the relative
entropy of the initial and final equilibrium distributions4.
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FIG. 4. (a) Excess work (4) scaled by the number N of
controlled spins (i.e., N = 4 controlled spins for 2D proto-
cols and N = 9 for 4D) as a function of protocol duration
∆t, for each of the six protocol types (Fig. 3): 2D (circles)
and 4D (squares) control-parameter spaces; and naive (black),
time-optimized (gray), and fully optimized (red). (b) Ra-
tio of excess work during the time-optimized (gray) and fully
optimized (red) protocols to excess work in naive protocols
for 2D (circles) and 4D (squares) control. Horizontal dot-
ted lines: excess work for an instantaneous protocol. Dashed
lines: linear-response approximations, accurate at long dura-
tion. Protocol durations are scaled by reference relaxation
time τrel (Appendix B).

Figure 4(b) shows the ratio of excess work for naive rel-
ative to time-optimized and fully optimized protocols.
While the 2D and 4D time-optimized protocols respec-
tively do ∼1.2× and ∼2× less excess work than the cor-
responding naive protocols, the fully optimized protocols
respectively do ∼9× and ∼26× less excess work than the
naive protocols. [Fully optimized control protocols do
more work than all other protocols (including an instan-
taneous protocol) for short durations (∆t/τrel . 0.1).]

We now show that fully optimized protocols keep the
system much closer to equilibrium, resulting in significant
work reduction. Figure 5 shows for moderate protocol
duration (∆t ≈ τrel) the quasistatic and nonequilibrium
mean magnetizations 〈σi〉 of each spin type. In fully op-
timized protocols, there is a rough ordering of spin flips
matching the corresponding field increases (Fig. 3): green
spins flip first, red and black spins flip next, and blue
spins flip last(also depicted schematically in Fig. 6). This
temporal separation of spin flips contrasts with naive and
time-optimized protocols, where the different spin types
have nearly equal mean magnetization throughout the
protocol.

Throughout the naive and time-optimized protocols,
the system remains bistable, with the external fields pri-
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FIG. 5. Quasistatic (curves) and nonequilibrium (points)
mean magnetization of each spin type (different colors, see
Fig. 1) as a function of elapsed time t along a moderate-
duration (∆t ≈ τref) protocol of each type (see Fig. 3).

marily biasing the relative energies of the all-down and
all-up configurations. For the moderate duration shown,
the system gets stuck in the initial metastable basin so
nonequilibrium mean magnetizations significantly lag the
quasistatic limit. In contrast, the fully optimized proto-
cols keep the system much closer to equilibrium, with
modest lag during the 2D protocol and nearly no lag
during the 4D protocol.

C. Reducing spin covariance and flattening the energy
landscape

We now turn to understanding how fully optimized
protocols drive the system differently than naive proto-
cols, extracting general features that are associated with
reduced protocol work.

Figure 7 shows the equilibrium variance of each spin
and covariance between neighboring and non-neighboring
spins. The 9×9 spin-covariance matrix is “coarse-
grained” (by summing spin-covariance elements for the
same spin types into a single entry) to form the 4×4
force-covariance matrix, a factor in the friction (6) that
contributes to excess power for 4D protocols. Since each
spin magnetization is a Bernoulli random variable, its is a
quadratic function of the mean, 〈δσ2

i 〉 = 1−〈σi〉2, where
each variance peaks when its mean changes sign (Fig. 5).
At some point during a long-duration protocol, the
mean magnetization of each spin must change sign and
hence the corresponding diagonal element of the force-
covariance matrix must reach a fixed maximal value;
however, the contribution from off-diagonal elements (co-
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FIG. 6. Spin-inversion mechanism at five evenly spaced times during the 4D fully optimized protocol. The transparency of up
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FIG. 7. Equilibrium spin covariance as a function of elapsed
time t along a protocol of each type (Fig. 3). Purple: spin vari-
ance. Yellow: covariance between neighboring spins. Blue:
covariance between non-neighboring spins.

variance between distinct spins) can be reduced. In the
naive and time-optimized protocols, where the system
primarily occupies the all-up and all-down configura-
tions, all spin covariances (even for non-neighboring spin
pairs) are large where those configurations are equally
populated. The fully optimized protocols disrupt this
bistability and lower the total energy of many other con-
figurations; this reduces spin covariance, with low co-
variance between neighboring spins and near-zero covari-
ance between non-neighboring spins. The fully optimized
4D protocol, with additional controls, reduces covariance
more than the 2D protocol.

The covariance between spins reflects the internal en-
ergy that couples their orientations; high covariance
stems from ensembles dominated by low-internal-energy
configurations with aligned spins, while low covariance
results from the system accessing configurations with
anti-aligned spins and hence higher internal energy. We,

therefore, next investigate the energetic and entropic
properties of instantaneous system distributions along
the control protocol.

Figure 8 shows the free energy along each protocol,
as well as its component energies (2) and entropy S ≡
−
∑
{σ} p({σ}) ln p({σ}) for (equilibrium or nonequilib-

rium) probability distribution p({σ}). The fully opti-
mized protocols drive the system through distributions
with high mean internal energy (1). This indicates sig-
nificant population of high-internal-energy configurations
(i.e., with anti-aligned spins), relative to naive and time-
optimized protocols where the internal energy is rela-
tively constant (consistent with the system primarily oc-
cupying the all-down or all-up configuration). These
configurations with high internal energy are stabilized
by stronger external fields, flattening the total-energy
landscape relative to naive and time-optimized protocols.
The fully optimized protocols also significantly increase
the entropy, indicating many accessible system configura-
tions, in contrast to naive and time-optimized protocols
which primarily fluctuate near the all-up and all-down
configurations.

The flattened total-energy landscape and increased en-
tropy during the fully optimized protocol results in rela-
tively constant free energy, requiring comparatively low-
magnitude quasistatic work throughout the protocol. In
contrast, the naive and time-optimized protocols drive
the system through a substantial free-energy barrier, re-
quiring quasistatic work input to the system during the
first half of the protocol and quasistatic work extraction
during the second half.

D. Heterogeneously inputting and extracting work,
coinciding with system relaxation

We now investigate how fully optimized protocols keep
the free energy relatively constant (compared to naive
protocols), by splitting total work into quasistatic and
excess works by each control-parameter component as
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and nonequilibrium (points) distributions, as a function of
elapsed time t along a moderate-duration (∆t ≈ τrel) proto-
col of each type.

follows:

W =
∑
i

[Wqs
i +Wex

i ] (7a)

=
∑
i

[∫ ∆t

0

dt Pqs
i (t) +

∫ ∆t

0

dtPex
i (t)

]
(7b)

≈
∑
i

[
−
∫ ∆t

0

dt ḣi(t)〈Xi〉eq
h(t) (7c)

+

∫ ∆t

0

dt
∑
j

ḣi(t)ζij(h(t))ḣj(t)

]
.

The final line uses the linear-response approximation (4).
The quasistatic works of all components sum to the path-
independent equilibrium free-energy difference between
control-protocol endpoints,

∑
iW

qs
i = ∆F ; however, the

quasistatic work of each component is path-dependent.
Figure 9 shows components of the quasistatic power

Pqs
i (t) and finite-duration power Pi(t), for moderate pro-

tocol duration (∆t ≈ τrel). During naive and time-
optimized protocols, each field inputs and extracts work
equally, inputting work in roughly the first half of the pro-
tocol to increase the system’s free energy and extracting
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FIG. 9. Quasistatic power (curves) and finite-duration power
[Eq. (7b), points] of each field (colors, see Fig. 1) as a func-
tion of elapsed time t along a moderate-duration (∆t ≈ τrel)
protocol of each type (see Fig. 3). Power Pi is scaled by the
number Ni of spins controlled by field i.

it in the second half to reduce the free energy (Fig. 8). For
finite duration, the mean conjugate force lags its equilib-
rium mean (Fig. 5), and the quasistatic work is not fully
extracted in the second half of the protocol, resulting in
excess work. The fully optimized protocols input and ex-
tract work differently through the different fields, with
zero power for each component where either the field ve-
locity is zero or the spin magnetization for that field is
zero (i.e., controlled spins on average flip from down to
up).

We examine the 2D fully optimized protocol, roughly
dividing it into three stages according to sign changes of
the power. Until t/∆t ≈ 0.3, the green field is increased
while the blue field is decreased (Fig. 3), inputting power
to the green spins to increase their mean magnetization
(Fig. 5) while power is extracted from the blue spins
(which do not significantly change mean magnetization),
so that overall nearly no power is input to the system
and the free energy is relatively constant (Fig. 8). Sec-
ond (until t/∆t ≈ 0.7), both fields are increased and
work is input to the blue spins to increase their magne-
tization, while work is extracted from the green spins as
they are stabilized in spin-up. Finally, the green field
is reduced and work is input to the green spins, while
increasing the blue field stabilizes the spin-up configura-
tion of the blue spins and extracts work: the two fields
act in concert to keep the free energy more constant.
This elaborate and heterogeneous schedule of work in-
put and extraction could reflect the system’s energetic
requirements to fluctuate into configurations with high
internal energy: during naive and time-optimized proto-
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by reference spin-inversion relaxation time τrel (Appendix B).

cols the system must wait for appropriate fluctuations
from the environment to overcome the energy barrier; in
contrast, the fully optimized protocols externally provide
the appropriate energy to each spin as work, significantly
decreasing the time required for system relaxation. The
4D fully optimized protocol shows similar features to 2D
in the green and blue power, but events happen relatively
earlier in green and later in blue.

Fig. 10 shows the work Wi by each field i as a func-
tion of protocol duration, asymptoting to the instanta-
neous work (−[hi(t = ∆t)−hi(t = 0)]〈Xi〉eq

h(t=0) ≈ 1 kBT

per spin) for short durations and reaching the (path-
dependent) quasistatic work in the long-duration limit.
For the naive and time-optimized protocols, each field
does the instantaneous work until ∆t ≈ τrel before cross-
ing over to near-zero quasistatic values for longer dura-
tions.

The fully optimized protocols input work via the green
field and extract work via the blue field in the quasistatic
limit. Work input from the green field increases from in-
stantaneous to quasistatic values at short durations while
work inputs from other fields remain near instantaneous
values. When the duration is sufficiently long for the sys-
tem to relax (∆t ≈ 0.1τrel), the work from the remain-
ing fields crosses over from instantaneous to quasistatic
values, with the blue field extracting work from the sys-
tem moderate-to-long duration. This suggests that work
input by the green field early in the protocol is trans-
duced through the system to be extracted by the blue
field later in the protocol. Driving the green spins to flip
early in the protocol initiates the transition mechanism,
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FIG. 11. Exact excess power [points, Eq. (7b)] and linear-
response approximation [curves, Eq. (7c)] for each field (col-
ors, see Fig. 1) as a function of elapsed time t along a
moderate-duration (∆t ≈ τrel) protocol of each type (Fig. 3).

with further work input to red and black spins continu-
ing the complete spin inversion by allowing the system
to access high-internal-energy configurations, and final
work extraction from blue spins stabilizing the system in
the low-internal-energy all-up configuration. Providing
work to specifically support this transition mechanism—
rather than simply homogeneously inputting and extract-
ing work to each spin type—keeps the system close to
equilibrium for durations ∼10× shorter than naive and
time-optimized protocols.

Figure 11 shows the excess power by each field for mod-
erate duration (∆t ≈ τrel), as well as linear-response
approximations (7b). The excess power during naive
and time-optimized protocols is essentially equal for each
field, consistent with the field velocities (Fig. 3) and lag
of conjugate forces (Fig. 5) being equal for each compo-
nent in these protocols. The linear-response approxima-
tion for the excess power during naive protocols peaks
in the middle where friction is largest (Fig. 2). In time-
optimized protocols, the linear-response approximation
to the excess power is essentially the same for each field
and constant, flattening the excess-power peak in naive
protocols by reducing the protocol velocity in this region.
The excess power at this moderate duration (significantly
distant from equilibrium) unsurprisingly differs from the
linear-response approximation for both naive and time-
optimized protocols. Nevertheless, the excess power dur-
ing the fully optimized protocol is significantly reduced
relative to both naive and time-optimized protocols and
agrees well with the linear-response approximation, indi-
cating that the system remains much closer to equilib-
rium.
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VI. DISCUSSION

The naive and time-optimized protocols (which fol-
low the same path through multidimensional control-
parameter space) change all fields simultaneously, bias-
ing the total magnetization to drive the system from all-
down to all-up. The barrier separating the energetically
metastable configurations remains large throughout the
protocol, and for moderate-duration protocols, the slow
transitions between these endpoints prevent the system
from relaxing to equilibrium resulting in significant lag
and large excess work. The time-optimized protocol re-
duces velocity where the friction is large to allow more
time for system relaxation, which for moderate-to-long
durations reduces the excess work relative to the naive
protocol.

In contrast, fully optimized protocols in multidimen-
sional control-parameter spaces have more flexibility to
manipulate the system’s total energy (2); they use this
flexibility to flatten the total-energy landscape through
a heterogeneous schedule of work input and extraction
through each spin (Figs. 8 and 9), also speeding up sys-
tem transitions from all-down to all-up. Both these equi-
librium thermodynamic and kinetic properties are cap-
tured by the generalized friction tensor through the re-
spective matrices of force covariance and integral relax-
ation time (6). Both components of the friction play a
role in improving our understanding of minimum-work
control in multidimensional control-parameter spaces.

The force covariance matrix is a property of the equi-
librium distribution without any reference to the system’s
dynamics. It quantifies the curvature of equilibrium free-
energy in control-parameter space1. For systems where
the integral relaxation time is constant, the force co-
variance matrix replaces the generalized friction as the
metric on control-parameter space that quantifies excess
work, indicating that constant free-energy paths mini-
mize work. Although the integral relaxation time is not
constant throughout control-parameter space for our sys-
tem [Fig. 2(c)], we still find that fully optimized protocols
have relatively constant free energy relative to naive and
time-optimized protocols (Fig. 8), a factor that helps to
reduce work.

We also see that off-diagonal elements of the force co-
variance matrix are significantly reduced relative to naive
and time-optimized protocols (Fig. 7), reflecting that
the system accesses configurations which are otherwise
inaccessible due to high internal energy. This has in-
teresting connections to strategies for optimal inference
of system parameters33. There, a spin system is per-
turbed by external fields to new equilibrium ensembles
that allow more efficient inference of system coupling
constants (i.e., fewer samples are required to estimate
parameters to a given precision), and the perturbation is
updated using the Fisher information matrix for desired
system parameters. Inference is optimal at field strengths
that decorrelate spins, allowing the system to occupy
otherwise-inaccessible configurations. Since the excess

work during the protocol is known to affect the efficiency
of free-energy estimation6–8 and the force covariance ma-
trix is proportional to the Fisher information matrix1, it
is not surprising that parallels in the design strategy ex-
ist. However, a key distinction is the dynamical nature of
control protocols, where the relaxation kinetics between
equilibrium distributions of successive control parame-
ters is relevant; thus the importance of the generalized
friction is reflected, which captures relaxation timescales
via the integral relaxation time matrix.

The fully optimized protocols reveal a clear mechanism
for spin inversion. First, work is input to green spins
(initially energetically frustrated) causing them to flip,
which together with direct work input by red and black
fields drives neighboring red and black spins to flip. At
the midpoint of the 4D fully optimized protocol, both
green spins are up, red and black spins are evenly split
between up and down, and blue spins are both down.
Past the midpoint, work is extracted from red and black
spins by increasing the corresponding fields to stabilize
spins in the up orientation, which together with work
input to neighboring blue spins causes blue spins to flip.
Finally, work is extracted from blue spins to stabilize the
system in the all-up configuration.

Using this strategy, the system reaches the linear-
response regime for durations ∼10× shorter than in the
naive and time-optimized protocols (Fig. 10). Excess
work scales as ∆t−1 for long-duration protocols where
the system is in the linear-response regime, so a heuris-
tic strategy to minimize work is to find a path between
configuration endpoints where the system relaxes quickly
so that the system reaches the linear-response regime for
shorter-duration protocols. The fully optimized proto-
cols appear to facilitate such fast-relaxing paths in con-
figuration space, reducing the time spent in the initial
metastable basin before making a fast transition over the
energy barrier. Earlier studies showed an empirical simi-
larity between the minimum-work protocol and the min-
imum free-energy path29,34, which represents the spon-
taneous (in the absence of driving) transition path be-
tween metastable mesostates. Our minimum-work pro-
tocols here also drive the system along a plausible spon-
taneous transition path: green spins flip first, followed by
red and black spins, and finally blue spins. There may
be a deeper connection between minimum-work protocols
and spontaneous transition paths of the unperturbed sys-
tem, which would allow extraction of kinetic information
about transition paths from minimum-work protocols or
use kinetic information to design efficient protocols. A
more detailed quantitative comparison is necessary to
fully elucidate this connection.

In this work, we assume throughout a particular set
of control parameters that independently bias the energy
of each spin set, since we expect advantages to accrue to
distinct control of spins with different boundary condi-
tions. In general, choosing a small set of relevant coor-
dinates with which to drive the system is a non-trivial
task35. Recent advances in machine learning allow de-
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termination of small sets of coordinates that can drive
the system across energy barriers, generally in enhanced-
sampling contexts36–43. Nonequilibrium driving proto-
cols and enhanced-sampling methods can both probe the
same space of control parameters that restrain the system
and face similar convergence challenges related to sys-
tem relaxation between states characteristic of distinct
control-parameter values. We thus expect that the small
coordinate sets identified by machine learning as fruitful
for enhanced sampling would also serve as useful control
parameters for minimum-work control.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have closely studied protocols designed to minimize
work in driving magnetization inversion of a 2D Ising
model, uncovering physically intuitive principles of mul-
tidimensional control that reduce work relative to one-
dimensional protocols. We characterize in detail the dif-
ferences between naive, time-optimized, and fully opti-
mized protocols and analyze the energetic and temporal
aspects of the fully optimized protocols that significantly
improve their performance relative to one-dimensional
protocols. Designed multidimensional protocols take ad-
vantage of their more flexible control to avoid control-
parameter regions of high friction (Fig. 2 , also seen in
Refs.44 and45 ), decorrelate spins (Fig. 7 ), flatten the en-
ergy landscape thereby boosting the population in config-
urations with high internal energy (Fig. 8 ), and hetero-
geneously input and extract work in concert with system
relaxation timescales (Fig. 9). This drives the system
along a fast-relaxing path connecting the configuration
endpoints, keeping the system closer to equilibrium and
reducing resistance and hence work. It would be inter-
esting to study multidimensional control in other model
systems to critically assess the generality of these pro-
posed design principles.
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Appendix A: Numerical details

1. Calculation of friction tensor

The friction matrix for control parameter h was es-
timated from time-correlation functions of pairs of con-
jugate forces (5). We used single-spin-flip Glauber dy-
namics30 to simulate four equilibrium trajectories, each
of length 107dt, where dt is a constant simulation time
interval after which a random spin flip is attempted.
Time-correlation functions were calculated between pairs
of conjugate-force trajectories using fast Fourier trans-
forms46 and integrated to lag time 2.5 × 104 dt. The
four independent estimates of friction at each control-
parameter value were then averaged.

We calculated the 4×4 friction matrix at grid points
with discrete spacing dhi = 0.2 within the control-
parameter space bounded by: hred ∈ [−2.1, 2.1],
hblue ∈ [−3.0, 1.0], hgreen ∈ [−1.0, 3.0], hblack ∈
[−2.1, 2.1]. Since this control-parameter space has spa-
tial symmetry, we doubled statistical power by av-
eraging friction values for symmetrically equivalent
control-parameter values: (hred, hblue, hgreen, hblack) →
(−hred,−hgreen,−hblue,−hblack).

2. Design of control protocols

Here we describe in more detail the methods used to
design minimum-work protocols.

The time-optimized protocols are effectively one-
dimensional with a single field applied equally to all spins;
these protocols have optimal velocity inversely propor-
tional to the square root of the 1D friction coefficient
ζ1D(h) ≡

∑
i,j ζij(h).

The fully optimized protocols are calculated using the
string method29.

Calculating both time-optimized and fully optimized
protocols requires knowledge of the 4×4 friction matrix in
relevant regions of control-parameter space. We interpo-
lated each component of the friction matrix and its gradi-
ent (which is required for fully optimized protocols) with
respect to each control parameter, using four-dimensional
cubic splines47,48, which solve piecewise cubic polynomi-
als over the data array to ensure smooth first and sec-
ond derivatives. Since components of the friction ma-
trix vary several orders of magnitude throughout control-
parameter space, we fit cubic splines to the natural log-
arithm of each matrix component and re-exponentiated
interpolated values from this surface to recover the fric-
tion coefficient. We can take the natural logarithm since
for our model each friction matrix component is positive.
In low-dissipation regions at relatively large field values
(top and left edges of the 2D control-parameter space in
Fig. 2), noise causes the friction estimate at some values
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to become negative; we set these to a constant value of
10−5τrel/kBT .

To calculate the time-optimized protocols (Fig. 3, mid-
dle), we calculated interpolated friction values at 121
evenly spaced points along the fully naive protocol and
then reparameterized these points to be evenly spaced in
terms of the 1D friction ζ1D(h) ≡

∑
i,j ζij(h). We used

the reparameterization scheme commonly used with the
string method to keep string points evenly spaced49 with
the modification that distances between discrete points
are measured using the friction metric44. This ensures
constant excess power along this protocol (Fig. 11).

To calculate the fully optimized protocols (Fig. 3, bot-
tom), we numerically solved the multidimensional Euler-
Lagrange equation32 for excess work (4) using the string
method, as developed in Ref.29 This involves numeri-
cally solving the Euler-Lagrange equation for the proto-
col minimizing the excess work, by dividing the protocol
into a discrete set of points along a “string” that runs be-
tween fixed protocol endpoints. We initialize this string
as the naive protocol, where each point is evenly sepa-
rated in Euclidean space. The string is updated from
the nth to (n+ 1)th iteration by solving the set of linear
equations for each component hα at each discrete time t
along the string:

hn+1
α (t)− hnα(t) = ∆r

(
D2hn+1

α (t)+ (A1a)

∑
ijk

[ζ−1]nαk(t)Dhni (t)Dhnj (t)

[
∂iζkj(t)−

1

2
∂kζij(t)

])

where

Dhα(t) ≡ hα(t+ δt)− hα(t− δt)
2δt

(A2a)

D2hα(t) ≡ hα(t+ δt) + hα(t− δt)− 2hα(t)

δt2
(A2b)

are finite-difference estimators of time derivatives for the
string and δt is the difference in the scaled protocol time
between adjacent string points. ∆r is a parameter con-
trolling the size of the string update; we found that
∆r = 10−4 for the 4D protocol and ∆r = 10−5 for the 2D
protocol allowed convergence of each string to a constant-
excess-power protocol (required for the time-optimized
and fully optimized protocols). Unlike Ref.29 we did not
reparameterize the string to keep points equally spaced;
omitting this step allows us to simultaneously optimize
the spatial and temporal aspects of the fully optimized
protocols.

The algorithm requires evaluation of the friction ma-
trix and its spatial gradients with respect to control pa-
rameters at arbitrary control-parameter values, which are
obtained from the spline fit. Ref.29 assumes the inte-
gral relaxation time is constant and therefore the fric-
tion matrix can be replaced by the force covariance ma-
trix; its derivative is simply the third cumulant of con-
jugate forces, 〈δXiδXjδXk〉. This assumption greatly

simplifies the calculation, but is not a good approxi-
mation for our system, as can be seen in Fig. 2 where
the variation in the relaxation time throughout the 2D
control-parameter space is on the same order of mag-
nitude as the variation in force covariance, and there-
fore the variation of each element contributes signifi-
cantly to the variation of the total friction. Optimiza-
tion was carried out using 121 discrete string points
while the symmetry of the protocol was constrained,
(hred(t), hblue(t), hgreen(t), hblack(t)) = (−hred(∆t −
t),−hgreen(∆t− t),−hblue(∆t− t),−hblack(∆t− t)). The
4D fully optimized protocol was passed through a Gaus-
sian filter46 with σ = 0.03∆t to smooth noisy fields
near protocol endpoints resulting from noisy friction esti-
mates in low-dissipation regions. The smoothing affects
the corresponding linear-response approximation to ex-
cess power in Fig. 11, which visibly dips for green and
blue fields close to the start and end of the protocol, re-
spectively. However, the total excess power throughout
the vast majority of the protocol is constant as expected.

3. Protocol simulations

To simulate the control protocol, we initialized a tra-
jectory from the equilibrium distribution at h(t = 0) and
then calculated its spin-flip dynamics for duration ∆t
while changing the control parameters according to the
protocol. N = 5000 repetitions of each driving protocol
were used to compute nonequilibrium averages of power,
work, spin magnetization, total energy, entropy, and
free energy. Quasistatic properties are calculated from
Boltzmann-weighted equilibrium distributions along the
protocol.

Appendix B: Calculation of reference relaxation time

Since we are interested in driving the system from all-
down to all-up, we chose a reference relaxation time that
reflects the timescale of this transition. The rate con-
stant k(h) for the reaction from all-down to all-up at
equilibrium for control-parameter h is calculated from
transition-path theory31. This gives the mean number
of all-down to all-up transitions observed per unit time,
given that the system is in the metastable basin around
the all-down configuration. We averaged this rate con-
stant over control-parameter values along the 4D naive
protocol to obtain an average rate constant k̄ for the spin
inversion during this protocol:

k̄ =
1

∆t

∫ ∆t

0

dt k(h(t)) . (B1)

k̄ represents the mean number of transitions from all-
down to all-up during a naive 4D protocol of duration ∆t
(since the system begins near the all-down configuration,
this conditioning is satisfied), assuming the system is in
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local equilibrium throughout the protocol. τrel = k̄−1

then is the protocol time required to make on average one
spin-inversion transition. For our system, τrel = 1102 dt,
where during each dt we attempt to flip one spin. The
moderate-duration protocols shown in Figs. 5, 8, 9, and
11 have duration ∆t = 1000 dt ≈ 0.91τrel.
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